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Abstract. Laser direct-writing is an important technique for the fabrication of complex patterns. There is a continuous need for structures with increasingly small features, i.e., enhanced resolution. Focused radially polarized light is known to exhibit a narrow longitudinal polarization component. Here, a proof-of-concept is shown of enhanced resolution through polarization-selectivity by the selective recording of the longitudinal polarization component in a polarization-selective photoresist. The full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of the fabricated spots in the polarization-selective resist is up to 56% smaller compared to the FWHM of the same spot in a photoresist that is not polarization-selective, which supports simulations that predict a theoretical maximum reduction of 62%.
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1 Introduction

Laser direct-writing refers to a technique that enables patterning in a surface or volume through spot-by-spot illumination by either moving the laser with a fixed sample stage or vice versa. This type of lithography enables formation of complex two-(2-D) and three-dimensional structures. As with any type of lithography, in laser direct-writing there is also a drive to increase the resolution. There have been different approaches to produce subdiffraction-limited spots, such as two-photon illumination and two-color single-photon illumination. Here, an additional resolution enhancement method is proposed where a radially polarized laser beam is focused into a polarization-selective photoresist.

There are several ways to generate radial polarization, such as interferometry, liquid crystal devices, optical fibers, space variant gratings, laser intracavity gratings, spatial light modulators, and wire grid polarizers (WGPS). WGP will be used here, because it offers high-quality performance in the near UV–VIS wavelength range, in particular for the wavelength of 405 nm, a wavelength that can be used for, e.g., optical disc mastering and laser writing. Focused radially polarized light exhibits a spot-like longitudinal polarization component combined with a doughnut-like transversal polarization component. The latter can be the dominant component inside current resist materials and will broaden the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of the printed spot. Additionally, it is known that the longitudinal component has an intensity distribution that is narrower compared to the Airy spot of a focused linearly polarized plane wave. Thus, solely by recording the longitudinal polarization component in a polarization-selective photoresist, one can obtain further enhancement of the resolution of laser direct-write lithography. Recently, a polarization-selective photoresist was developed by coaligning a dichroic photoinitiator, which is the polarization-selective component, in a reactive liquid crystalline (LC) monomer host. Uniaxial alignment of the mixture enables the selectivity of the photoresist toward a single polarization state of light that is parallel to the alignment. Upon illumination of this resist, an insoluble polymer network forms, i.e., it is a negative photoresist. In this work, a proof-of-concept for achieving higher resolution is shown using this resist material where the polarization-selective photoinitiator is aligned perpendicular to the substrate surface parallel to the mean direction of propagation of the incoming laser beam.

2 Experimental Setup

2.1 Focused Radially Polarized Laser Setup

The setup to experimentally verify the size of the radially polarized focused spot in the photoresist is presented in Fig. 1. The 35-mW collimated diode laser beam of 405 nm and diameter of d = 3.8 mm is guided through the first Glan-Laser prism polarizer GLP1. The nonpolarizing beam-splitter NBS1 splits the initial beam into two paths: radially and linearly polarized arms. We use a λ/4 plate WGP to shape circularly and subsequently radially polarized light and a 2π vortex phase plate to acquire all polarization vectors in phase. The WGP, consisting of concentric aluminum cylinders on the glass substrate, was specifically designed and fabricated to form near UV–VIS high-quality radially polarized light, in particular at the wavelength of 405 nm. The radially or linearly polarized arm can be switched with a flip mirror. The radially/linearly polarized beam is focused by an NA = 0.9 (L2) objective onto the photoresist sample.
The nonpolarizing beamsplitter NBS2 and the CCD camera are used to check that the laser is focused on the resist plane by observing the image of the focused spot on the camera. BS2 is removed during exposures. The sample with the photoresist is mounted on a closed-loop piezo-driven stage. The depth of focus of the polarized beam is slightly larger for radial than for linear polarization and becomes even larger inside the photoresist.

In this experiment, we use an automated procedure of 2-D array writing, which is implemented by means of a Lab View program simultaneously controlling the laser via pulse generator Tabor 8600 and the piezo stage position. Each spot in the printed 2-D array is associated with a certain exposure dose and through focus position, which are varied from spot to spot by moving the XYZ piezo stage.

The focusing lens and piezo stage assembly are placed in a container that is flushed with nitrogen to create a low-oxygen environment to limit oxygen inhibition of the polymerization process.

2.2 Photoresist

The components of the photoresist have been described elsewhere and are also shown in Fig. 2. The LC host consists of a mixture of the LC host and cross-linker in a 5/1 weight ratio. The polarization-selective dichroic photoinitiator (1 wt. %) was supplied by Merck, and the inhibitor 4-methoxyphenol (0.5 wt. %) was supplied by Sigma–Aldrich. The inhibitor is added to increase the polarization-selectivity of the photoresist. Figure 2 shows the phase behavior of the two individual liquid crystal components. The phase transitions of the mixture are as follows: cooling from the isotropic phase, the mixture exhibits the cybotactic nematic phase at 145 °C; upon further cooling at 108 °C, it becomes smectic A; and at 54 °C it becomes smectic B. Under the exposure conditions at room temperature, the mixture is in its supercooled smectic B phase.

The photoresist was coated on cleaned glass, free of organic and inorganic contaminations, and handled in cleanroom conditions at the Kavli VLL cleanroom in Delft. The glass slides were placed in a 1/3-volume-based H₂O₂/H₂SO₄ solution and heated for 10 min in a water bath of 70 °C. Subsequently, the slides were rinsed with demineralized water and kept in water before being rinsed in acetone and isopropanol. Finally, the glass slides were dried in a spin coater at 2000 rpm for approximately 1 min.

A 12.5 wt. % solution of the LC photoresist in o-xylene was prepared to coat the glass substrates. To ensure a homogeneous solution, it was mixed for 10 min at 70 °C and subsequently cooled to room temperature before spin coating at 1000 rpm for 90 s at an acceleration of 500 rpm s⁻¹ to form layers of approximately 120 nm. After spin coating, the resist was placed on a hotplate at 60 °C for 30 s to ensure complete evaporation of o-xylene. The samples were kept at least 1 h in nitrogen atmosphere before illuminating with focused radially polarized light. After illumination, a postexposure bake in nitrogen atmosphere was performed for 60 s at 80 °C to improve the mechanical stability of the polymer network. After cooling the photoresist down to room temperature,
the photoresist was developed in cyclopentanone for 10 s to remove the unexposed areas, and subsequently dried with a nitrogen blow gun.

The fabricated arrays after development were inspected with atomic force microscopy (AFM). To verify the dimensions of the spots, analyses of the same arrays were performed independently on two different AFMs, namely an NT-MDT Solver Next and a Bruker.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Decomposition of Radially and Linearly Polarized Light into Longitudinal and Transverse Components inside the Photoresist

Simulations of radially and linearly polarized light propagation focused by a high NA = 0.9 lens inside the photoresist are carried out by means of homemade electromagnetic solver based on the Richards Wolf integrals. The interface effects due to the light propagation from the air into the photoresist have been fully taken into account in the calculations. Intensity profiles of radially and linearly polarized focused electric field strengths and its decomposition into longitudinal and transverse components are shown in Fig. 3. This graph shows a significant longitudinal component in case of radially polarized light [Fig. 3(a)], which is 1/3 of the total component, whereas it is ~1/10 times smaller than the total component in the case of focused linearly polarized light [Fig. 3(b)].

Ideally, the smallest possible FWHM of the spot is ~206 nm [see FWHM of longitudinal component in Fig. 3(a)]. This FWHM is 62% smaller in comparison with the FWHM of the total component. This occurs in the case of the polarization-selective resist, when radially polarized light has a sufficient exposure dose to print the longitudinal component. The transverse component is mainly transmitted and does not lead to formation of the polymer.

3.2 Polarization-Selectivity of the Photoresist

The polarization parallel to the alignment of the LC photoresist is mainly absorbed by the resist. Previous work showed the polarization-selectivity of this type of LC photoresist toward linearly polarized light where the long axis of the rod-like LC molecules was parallel to the surface of the substrate, i.e., a planar alignment [Fig. 4(a)]. To promote absorption of the longitudinal polarization component, a homeotropic alignment of the photoresist is required where the long axis is orthogonal to the substrate’s surface [Fig. 4(b)]. The transversal polarization will be transmitted without inducing photochemical reactions.

The LC photoresist self-organizes to the desired homeotropic alignment driven by surface tension. The homeotropic configuration was confirmed by polarization microscopy, which shows an extinguished image regardless the orientation of the crossed polarizers with respect to the sample axis. To confirm the required polarization-selective sensitivity of the LC photoresist, it was exposed with both focused radially and focused linearly polarized light. Upon the appropriate alignment, the resist shows higher sensitivity toward focused radially polarized light. A measure for the sensitivity of the resist can be expressed by plotting the remaining height after development as a function of the dose. This method can also be used to determine the contrast between the different states of polarizations during exposure of the LC photoresist. In Fig. 5(a), the height is plotted for a polarization-selective photoresist illuminated with focused radially and linearly polarized light. Both curves show a threshold after which a polymer film remains after development. The threshold is caused by the presence of the inhibitor, which delays the polymerization process. The threshold is approximately 100 and 250 nJ for radially and linearly polarized light, respectively, which means the LC photoresist shows selectivity toward absorbing the longitudinal component. This confirms the homeotropic alignment of the resist, which is needed to establish the polarization-selective polymerization. At equal dose, the thickness obtained with focused radial polarization is higher compared to linear polarization, which further confirms the preferential absorption of the longitudinal component. An important conclusion is to be made here: the range where only the longitudinal component is recorded by the resist is between 100 and 250 nJ, corresponding to layers up to 20 nm thick. Above this range, the photoresist records both the longitudinal and transversal components, widening the spot size, which is undesired.

As a reference experiment, an additional LC photoresist was developed that is not polarization-selective, which will be referred to as the isotropic photoresist. In this resist, a commercially available photoinitiator that is not polarization-selective (Irgacure 819, Ciba specialty chemicals) substitutes for the dichroic photoinitiator. The rest of the LC

![Fig. 3](image-url) Intensity profiles of the longitudinal, transverse, and total electric field components focused inside the photoresist. These polarization components and the total sum of both components are shown for (a) radial and (b) linear polarization at the entrance pupil of the lens. The numerical aperture is NA = 0.9 and the average photoresist refractive index n = 1.6.
resist formulation and processing remains unaltered. The thickness as a function of dose for this isotropic resist does not show a difference between the different polarization states, which means it is not polarization-selective [Fig. 5(b)].

3.3 Resolution

Figure 6(a) shows an example of an AFM topography image of a developed array in the polarization-selective photoresist. Each column and row corresponds to a specific time of exposure and focus plane, respectively. In this array, the time of exposure was varied with 10 ms increments for each column and the focus plane was changed with 100 nm increments for each row. Figure 6(b) shows a profile of a column corresponding to a single time of exposure and a changing focal plane for each spot. As the through-focus is performed,

![Fig. 4](image_url)

**Fig. 4** The photoresist consisting of a smectic B LC host (gray) and dichroic photoinitiator (white). (a) A planar alignment promotes the absorption of a single linear polarization state. (b) A homeotropic alignment promotes absorption of the longitudinal polarization component of light. In the latter case, both the polarization and propagation direction are along the gray arrow.
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**Fig. 5** The thickness of the polymerized spot after development as a function of dose for (a) the polarization-selective and (b) the isotropic photoresist.

![Fig. 6](image_url)

**Fig. 6** (a) An example of an AFM topography image of a developed array in the polarization-selective photoresist where each row corresponds to a change of focus plane with 100 nm increments and between each column the time of exposure is changed with 10 ms increments. A profile view of the (b) red-marked column and (c) green-marked row.
the laser beam is focused into the negative LC photoresist to an increasingly small laser spot with a high-intensity density, which will result in a spot with larger thickness, as can be seen in Fig. 5(a). As the focus plane is changed further, moving out of focus, the laser spot becomes broader with a smaller intensity density, which leads to a smaller thickness. Therefore, the optimum focus is where the spot is the highest. The dimensions of the spots are determined for the optimum focus plane corresponding to the green-marked row (Figs. 6(a) and 6(c)). This process was repeated for all analyzed arrays.

After development of the arrays, the spot dimensions were measured. The data in Fig. 7(a) provide the combined results of two independent AFM analyses. Figure 7(a) shows the FWHM as a function of the thickness for focused radially polarized light in the polarization-selective and the isotropic resists. It should be noted that the spread of the FWHM is large for spots that are less than 20 nm thick. This is due to the fact that for such thin layers, the roughness of the sample and the resolution of the AFM are not negligible; this can be seen in Fig. 7(b), which shows a profile of a typical array of spots that were exposed with low doses. However, as can be seen in Fig. 7(a), it is not significant; i.e., for small thicknesses, the FWHM is clearly smaller for the polarization-selective resist than the isotropic resist. The FWHM of the spots in the isotropic photoresist remains largely constant at roughly 800 nm for each thickness. This result is expected because this resist does not differentiate between the longitudinal and transversal polarization components; i.e., it records both components simultaneously. The polarization-selective photoresist shows an increase in FWHM with increasing thickness. At small spot thicknesses, which correspond to a low dose of between 100 and 250 nJ (Sec. 3.3), the resist records only the longitudinal component, which results in a small FWHM. As the applied dose increases above 250 nJ, the transversal polarization component is also recorded, which results in an increase of the FWHM. In the initial stage, the FWHM is approximately 350 nm, which is a reduction of 56% compared to the FWHM in the isotropic photoresist. This result matches with the simulations in Sec. 3.3, where a reduction of 62% was predicted. Another challenge will be to show a smaller FWHM of the radially polarized light in the polarization-selective resist in comparison with the FWHM of linearly polarized light in the isotropic resist. This type of polarization-selective resist can also be used to make narrow and tall pillars (thin needles), because the longitudinal field component of focused and spatially shaped radial polarization is narrower in lateral and longer in axial distribution.

4 Conclusions

In this work, a proof-of-concept is shown where the FWHM can be reduced through the selective recording of the longitudinal polarization component of focused radially polarized light in a polarization-selective photoresist. This resist consists of a homeotropically aligned LC mixture with a polarization-selective photoinitiator. The FWHM of spots formed in this polarization-selective resist is up to 56% smaller compared to the isotropic resist, which nicely matches with simulations-based result of 62%.
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